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Summary. Many aspects of individual and collective cell motion are still poorly understood 
and  physical  models  dealing  with  both  aspects  appear  clearly  as  valuable  tools  for 
understanding cell biomechanical  behavior. We theoretically analyze and simulate individual 
cell mechanical properties and the related chemotactic behavior of single cells collectively 
involved  in  an  aggregation  process.  Cell  objects  are  defined  as  three-dimensional  elastic 
bodies moving on a viscous medium and submitted both to internal cohesive forces and to 
external attractive forces (gravity and chemoattraction). We first investigate individual cell 
mechanical  response  to  externally  applied  forces  and  compare  the  simulated  cell  object 
deformations  to  experimental  data  obtained  with  optical  tweezers.  We  then  examine  the 
simulated cell population reorganization submitted to a chemoattraction field over a 2D solid 
plane simulating a glass coverslip.  Simulations  are carried out for different  values of cell 
chemotactic response. We especially simulate  cell  sorting between pre-spore and pre-stalk 
cells  during  Dictyostelium  discoideum  aggregation  process  by  considering  two  cell 
populations exhibiting differential cell-cell interactions. We conclude that our physical-object 
oriented  (POO)  approach  for  modelling  individual  cell  cytomechanics  also  satisfactorily 
reproduces the two-dimensional aggregation at a cell population level. Because individual cell 
mechanical behavior can be compared to a wide range of cell micro-rheology experiments, 
the cell  object  parameters  can be estimated.  This framework should thus be adequate  for 
biologically realistic multi-scale analyses leading to a better understanding of how, through 
modulation  of  mechanical  factors,  individual  cell  behavior  controls  collective  cell 
reorganization.

1. Introduction
Spatial  aggregation  and  reorganisation  of  cell  populations  is  crucial  in  physiological  and 
pathological developmental processes, like embryogenesis, tissues healing or cancerogenesis. 
Adhesive interactions between adjacent cells  (cell-cell adhesion) and between cell  and the 
extracellular  matrix  (cell-matrix  adhesion)  play  a  major  role  in  the  maintenance  or 
reconstruction of multicellular structures. Cell motility,  possibly controlled by extracellular 
factors  like  chemoattractants,  also  requires  that  such  adhesions  can  be  modulated  and 
eventually broken in order to insure a net spatial translocation of the cell.
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Numerous theoretical models have been proposed for analyzing how different spatial 
organization  of  cell  populations  could  emerge  from  such  complex  interactions.  One  can 
distinguish:

● continuous approaches based on a global description of the spatio-temporal evolution 
of  cell  density  and  on  the  determination  of  instability  conditions  leading  to  an 
heterogeneous distribution of the cells (Murray et al., 1988; Vasiev and Weijer, 1999; 
Yamaguchi et al., 2000), and

● discrete approaches, based on the description of the individual properties and behavior 
of  cells  and  looking  for  the  emergence  of  macroscopic  cellular  organisation  and 
rearrangements resulting from individual interactions, as observed in morphogenetic 
processes (Weliky et al., 1991; Honda et al., 2000), including cell sorting (Graner et 
Sawada,  1993).  In  cellular  automata  models,  cell-cell  interaction  rules  and 
neighbourhood conditions are specified (Ermentrout et al., 1993; Czirok et al., 2001), 
but generally this is done without considering the intrinsec mechanical properties of 
individual cells elasticity and deformation.

The other widely used discrete approach is based on a polygonal tessellation of the plane. For 
example, (Duvdevani-Bar et al., 1992) proposed a strictly topographic cellular organization in 
which each cell is reduced to a dot, vertex of a given triangulated graph which defines the 
neighbourhood  relationships  between  cells.  An  abstract  law  is  implemented  as  a 
recombination process over the neighbourhood relationships and yields to a mechanical-like 
behaviour.  Further  model  enhancement  simulates  biological  processes  such  as  cell 
proliferation  or  motility.  (Honda  et  al.,  1984) had  previously  used  a  similar  approach to 
predict  the  morphological  response  of  a  tissue  to  a  given  cell  division  rate.  They  first 
proposed to determine the best topographic approximation of a given fully connected tissue 
with  a  Voronoï  diagram,  which  divides  the  space  into  cell  objects  according  to  shorter 
distance relationships. A cell is assimilated to a Voronoï region and a recombination process 
is defined in order to reorganize the diagram after the division of the given cell. Even if such a 
process  captures  some of  a  mechanical  behaviour,  it  is  a  very limited  model  for  cellular 
organizations  and  cellular  bio-mechanics.  Extending  this  geometrical  formalization, 
(Dugnolle  et  al.,  1998)  simulated  the mechanical  cell  monolayer  rearrangement  occurring 
during vitro wound-healing experiments by considering cells as elastic proliferating bodies 
moving on a viscous surface and submitted to adhesion forces. 

This work proposes a totally different approach to model collective cellular processes 
from the mechanical interactions of individual cells with defined mechanical identity, cell-cell 
interactions and random motion. Our approach is based on the consideration of “cell objects”, 
proposed  as  model  of  real  cells  and  defined  as  3D-elastic  physical  objects  with  specific 
geometry and internal ("sub-cellullar") structure. At first glance, this approach shares some 
common features with the Finite Element Method (FEM) since both rely on the geometric 
discretization of the objects into a mesh and evaluation of physical variables (forces, strain,...) 
at each node of this mesh. However this mesh is realized through bottom-up modeling in the 
physical  object  oriented  (POO)  approach:  the  geometric  structures  mimic  the  physical 
structures, as in cell tensegrity models (Wendling et al., 1999, 2000). In contrast the mesh in 
the FEM only provides a discretisation of the material continuum with arbitrary geometric 
elements (triangle, tetrahedron, ...). The specificity of the POO will appear more explicitly in 
the examples presented in this study.

More  precisely,  we  illustrate  the  potentiality  of  such  a  POO  approach  in  the 
formulation of a multi-scale model by addressing the following questions: is the cell object 
relevant  enough to  describe  some  of  the  mechanical  properties  of  individual  living  cells 
reported in cellular micro-rheological experiments? Is it possible to account for emergent cell 
collective  behaviour,  like  cell  sorting  and  aggregation,  by  considering  for  example  the 
response of such mechanical cell objects to extra-cellular gradients?
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The first section of this paper deals with the formulation of the 3D physical cell object. 
The second section explores some of its mechanical properties. We especially compare the 
results  of  our  POO computational  approach  to  experimental  red  blood  cell  deformations 
realized with optical tweezers. The third section focuses on spatio-temporal aspects of cell 
population organization, sorting and migration with special consideration of the Dictyostelium 
discoideum aggregation process. The Dictyostelium discoideum  slime mold is indeed widely 
used as an experimental model for complex self-organizing processes in biology (Parent and 
Devreotes,  1996;  Aubry and Firtel,  1999).  There is  a lot  of experimental  data  and model 
studies  on  this  organism,  either  for  the  cAMP pulses  generation  (Martiel  and  Goldbeter, 
1987), spiral cAMP waves in aggregating population (Tyson and Murray, 1989), as well as 
cell movement and aggregation (Palsson and Othmer, 2000).

2. Description of the computational model

2.1. Objectives of the physical object oriented (POO) approach
To be able to model individual behaviours, each cell is considered as a physical entity. Each 
cell object has its own history, properties and actions. To be able to manipulate such entities, a 
computer  models  and  its  algorithms  are  developed  within  an  object  oriented  modelling 
framework. This approach provides an efficient and precise structure for the methodological 
organization of concepts and their relationships. The object oriented framework allows us to 
describe properties  and actions  for  a  whole category of  objects,  called  a  class.  The class 
describes the state and behaviour of a cell object. Each cell object is thus a particular instance 
of this template and has an individual behaviour. The behaviour laws described in the class 
could depend on intrinsic properties and interactions. They can also change with time, either 
explicitely  or  implicitely  through  time-varying  variables,  like  extracellular  factors  or 
concentrations.  Intrinsic  properties  are  mainly  mechanical  properties  such  as  elasticity, 
contractility,  and incompressibility  (Promayon  et  al.,  1997).  They could also include bio-
chemical  or genetic  processes.  Furthermore,  cell  object  interactions  with the environment, 
through biased migration (chemiotaxis, haptotaxis, …), or cell-cell interactions, e.g. collision 
and adhesion, can be defined in this proposed framework, as exemplified below. 

2.2. The POO Approach
Mass-spring networks are often used to model 3D physical object dynamics. However, the 
main drawbacks of these models lie in the control and assessment of parameters. We initially 
developed a different approach, in the context of human breathing (Promayon et al., 1997). 
This discrete  model  is  based on computer  graphics modelling (Terzopoulos  et  al.,  1987 ; 
Delingette,  1998).  Natural  motions  and  realistic-looking  flexible  and  elastic  objects  are 
efficiently modelled and simulated by means of physically-based computer graphics models. 
These models use a small amount of data (object geometries and relations between objects). 
From this, an animation motor  (using forces, energies,  or direct  displacements),  integrates 
movement and deformation laws to compute the evolution of shapes and positions. Generally, 
constraints are added to control movements and deformations or to model complex physical 
properties.

We modelled the human abdomen using an elastic and incompressible 3D object and 
the human diaphragm using an elastic and contractile membrane. These objects were linked 
together  and  attached  to  rigid  objects  modelling  the  rib  cage.  An explicit  algorithm was 
developed  to  compute  the  dynamic  evolution  of  these  objects  as  well  as  to  insure  the 
necessary constraints. Incompressibility and connections were considered as constraints. 

This  model,  allowing  for  rigid,  incompressible  elastic  or  contractile  objects  is  the 
groundwork, here extended to model cells deformation and migration. Other properties such 
as incompressibility or cell interaction have also been taken into account, as detailed below.
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2.2.1. Geometry
Each cell object requires a 3D geometry. We do not yet consider cell division, thus the cell 
topology remains unchanged. To simplify the calculations, we only consider the cell contour 
and define a cell object by a 3D closed surface. This contour is represented by nodes linked in 
a  triangular  mesh.  Triangular  meshes  are  simple  and  considerably  simplify  the 
incompressibility constraint and collision resolutions.

2.2.2. Forces
To generate forces and dynamics, a mass is assigned to each contour node. Forces are exerted 
on the nodes to generate displacements and deformations. Three kinds of forces can be used 
in  our  model:  force  fields  (e.g.  gravitation  force),  locally  applied  forces  (e.g.  user 
manipulation),  and  Linear  Actuator  Forces  (LAFs).  We  introduce  a  LAF  when  a  target 
position Ptarget is known for a given node of position P. To minimize the distance |PPtarget| a 
spring is created between  P and  Ptarget. It  generates a force that linearly attracts  P towards 
Ptarget. The expression of the LAF is: F = kelas (P - Ptarget), where kelas is the elastic modulus of 
the spring. LAF can be seen as a potential  force that tends to minimize a distance.  LAFs 
permit to model any kind of forces that could be defined by target positions. Ptarget can depend 
on geometry or on constraints and can dynamically change.

2.2.3. A specific case: elasticity
Calibration of spring-mass networks are known to be difficult. Therefore, to model elasticity, 
we define a local shape memory (Promayon et al., 1996). The elastic property of a cell object 
is simply defined as its ability to recover its original shape after mechanical deformation. To 
model this property, we construct a local shape coordinate system where each contour node 
position is defined relatively to its neighbouring nodes by three parameters (, , ) (Fig. 1). 
The  initial  value  of  this  3-parameter  set  defines  the  rest  shape.  During  the  simulation, 
according to the neighbouring node positions, a target position is computed for each node 
under  consideration.  This  target  position  satisfies  the  local  shape  and  defines  a  LAF. 
Therefore, a cell object is defined by a contour where the shape memory force is applied to all 
its nodes. A unique elasticity modulus kelas is used by the corresponding LAF.

Figure 1. Local shape memory force to model elasticity. The local shape is defined by two 
angles  and  and a distance . A node position P is defined by ,  and  and the current 
position  of  its  neighbours.  G is  the isobarycenter  of the neighbours.  n is  an approximate 
normal from which v is deduced, u is the cross product between n and GP. At each iteration 
this allows to set a target position for each node.
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2.2.4. Constraints
Considering forces is often not enough to realistically model complex behaviours of physical 
objects.  Constraints  are  thus  added to  maintain  some additional  conditions  like  boundary 
conditions (non-penetrating area) or incompressibility. Our algorithm considers constraints as 
non-quantified force components. Thereby, it is possible to handle the total incompressibility 
of a contour (Promayon et al., 1996). This allows the model to verify the incompressibility 
constraint exactly and efficiently for all the cell objects, individually.

2.2.5. Numerical integration
The following algorithm is used to compute the dynamical behaviour of a cell object from 
time t to time t+dt:

● For each node: compute the sum of applied forces;

● Use  a  discrete  integration  scheme  for  equation  of  motion  (e.g.  Newton-Cotes)  to 
compute  the  new  velocity  and  position  of  the  nodes,  without  considering  any 
constraints;

● Take local and global constraints into account and impose given displacements to the 
nodes (these displacements have to be computed at each time step);

● Adjust the velocity to include the imposed displacements.

3. POO simulation of individual cell mechanical behaviour
An  increasing  number  of  experimental  work  is  devoted  to  the  analysis  of  mechanical 
properties of cells, which play a central role in a wide range of biological processes, from cell 
migration to the modulation of the cellular response to extracellular mechanical stimuli. The 
recent  development  of  several  experimental  techniques  like  microplates  (Thoumine  and 
Meister, 2000) or optical tweezers (Hénon et al., 1999 ; Sleep et al., 1999) make possible the 
manipulation  of  isolated  living  cells  and  the  application  of  specific  mechanical  forces  or 
deformations. Such experiments can moreover lead to quantitative results, usually in terms of 
linear stress-strain relationships, from which cell mechanical moduli can be inferred. 

Our purpose in this  section is to illustrate  the application of our POO approach in 
cytomechanics by considering two different cell object prototypes, characterized by a specific 
architecture.  In  a  first  situation,  we simulated  the influence  of  transverse  links  within  an 
elastic discrete envelope when the cell is submitted to uniaxial compression. This situation is 
a caricature of living cells having different  intracellular organisation of their cytoskeleton, for 
example with specific orientation of stress fibres.

As a second case, we consider a cell object without internal cross-links: this cell object 
can be viewed as a model of living cells like human erythrocytes, where the cell membrane is 
entirely responsible for the elastic cell deformation, the inner cytoplasm being only viscous. 
In order to test the validity of our modelling approach for the analysis of real experiments, we 
simulated optical tweezers manipulations in which calibrated forces, between 0 and 56 pN, 
have been diametrically applied to human erythrocytes (Henon et al., 1999). We specifically 
considered the suspension of erythrocytes in hypotonic buffer, which leads to spherical  or 
nearly spherical cells. 

3.1. Influence of the cell object "cytoskeleton": in silico compression loading
In this first situation, we consider a cell objet topology defined by 66 nodes. Three different 
cell prototypes are considered (fig. 2). The cell0 is only defined by its discrete envelope, with 
no  internal  links.  In  cell1,  we  considered  a  reinforcement  of  the  cell  architecture  with 
horizontal  elastic  cross-links  modelling  cytoskeleton  fibres.  Finally,  cell2  architecture 
includes internal diagonal links connecting the apical and basal cell surfaces. In each case, a 
vertical force Fc is locally applied at the top of the cell, on 4 or 5 upper nodes. The five lowest 
nodes of the basal cell  surface are fixed (zero displacement)  and simulate  the partial  cell 
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attachment to a rigid substratum.

Figure  2  presents  the  initial  3D  shape  of  each  cell  object  (first  raw)  and  the 
equilibrium state they reached (second raw) when a given vertical loading force Fc is applied 
for a fixed value kelas of the elasticity modulus.

Figure 3 shows the evolution with time of the height z(t) defining the coordinate of the 
node located on the top of each cell object. The first part of the curve corresponds to the cell 
uniaxial compression, the second phase corresponding to the elastic relaxation simulated after 
removal of the loading force.

Figure  2.  Influence  of  the  cell  object  "cytoskeleton"  on  the  cell  mechanical  response  to 
vertical  load.  Three  cell  types  are  considered:  no  "cytoskeleton"  (cell0),  horizontal  links 
(cell1),  diagonal  links  (cell2).  The  first  raw  presents  the  initial  3D  shape  of  each  cell 
prototype. For a given fixed value kelas of the elasticity modulus of each cell object, the second 
raw in the figure indicates the equilibrium state which is reached when a vertical loading force 
Fc is applied on the 5 (cell0 and cell1) or 4 (cell2) nodes marked with arrows. The insert at the 
bottom of the figures indicates the vertical position at equilibrium of the highest node of the 
cell object as Fc is increased (horizontal axis).

3.2. In silico optical tweezers experiments
We simulated here the experimental protocol used by Hénon et al. (1999) to deform nearly 
spherical erythrocytes (Red Blood Cells, RBCs) using optical tweezers. The force F is exerted 
on two silica microbeads that are sticked on the RBC membrane in diametrical position. By 
slowly  incrementing  the  distance  between  the  two-trapped  beads,  an  increasing  stress  is 
applied to the RBC membrane. Proper force calibration then gives the experimental decrease 
of the RBC diameter (measured in a plane perpendicular to the applied force) as a function of 
the increasing applied force F.  Experimentally, the variations are linear up to 10pN, which 
gives an elastic shear modulus close to 2N/m. However, for a range of force between 10 and 
35 pN, the curve is almost flat with no significant decrease of the RBC diameter (Hénon et al., 
1999).
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Figure  3.  Associated  compression  and relaxation  curves  of  cell0  and cell1.  It  shows  the 
overall evolution with time of the height  z(t) defining the coordinate of the node located on 
the top each cell. The first part of the curve corresponds to the compression phase, the second 
part corresponding to the nonlinear elastic relaxation simulated after removal of the loading 
force Fc.

In order to simulate  this  experiment  with our POO approach,  a force  Fs is  locally 
exerted on two opposite nodes of the cell  object contour, pulling them apart (fig. 4). The 
simulation parameters are the elasticity of the cell, i.e.  kelas and the modulus of  Fs. Figure 4 
shows that kelas can be adjusted such that the modelled cell and the real RBC have the same 
mechanical response.

4. Cell aggregation and sorting

4.1. Model definition
The Dictyostelium discoideum slime mold aggregation is a complex process. Upon 

starvation, isolated cells undergo a differentiation program, which allows cell aggregation into 
a slug. The aggregation process is under the control of cyclic cAMP signals synthesized by 
isolated cells in the population (Parent and Devreotes 1996; Aubry and Firtel, 1999). Recent 
model studies have shown the importance of cell to cell interactions in the process of mound 
formation  and cell  sorting  (Bretschneider  et  al.,  1997;  Vasiev  and  Weijer,  1999;  Weijer, 
1999). Dictyostelium cells represent an important cellular model to explore self-organizing 
structures by short-range interactions between cells (Dormann et al., 2000).

Within the mathematical framework presented in the above section “Description of the 
computational model”, we simulated cell migration in a population of cell objects subjected to 
a central  force field;  each of these mathematical  cell  objects  is equivalent  to a biological 
isolated cell.  The differentiated  cell  type  would be coded into different  properties  for the 
corresponding  model  cell  object.  The  central  force  field  is  the  equivalent  of  the  cAMP 
gradient in D. discoideum aggregation process; however, other situations may be considered, 
such as force transmission through mechanical constraints in tissues or cell and extracellular 
matrix interactions.

In the present model version, we assume that a clump of cell objects is held fixed at a 
central position (fig. 5). This initial aggregate exerts an attractive force field towards isolated 
cell objects in the neighbourhood. The force field is mediated through diffusion of a chemo-
attractant molecule, produced by the clump. Diffusion, which is supposed linear, generates a 
gradient of chemoattractant concentration, which gives the external attraction force exerted on 
cell objects. Hence, the chemoattractant position defines a target position for the cells. The 
resulting LAF elastic modulus is called kattractant. This force is applied to every cell nodes.
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Figure 4.  In silico optical  tweezers experiments.  A spherical  cell  object  is  proposed as a 
model of nearly spherical red blood cell (RBC) suspended in an hypotonic solution. Optical 
tweezers double trap is simulated by exerting a force  Fs on two opposite nodes of the cell 
object contour (upper insert). The variation with load of the cell object diameter D(Fs) in a 
plane perpendicular to the loading direction is simulated and compared to real data published 
by Henon et al. (1999). The simulation parameters are the elasticity of the cell, i.e. kelas and the 
modulus of Fs. With appropriate scaling of the force, one can adjust the parameter kelas such 
that the experimental mechanical response of RBC can be nicely fitted in the linear elastic 
regime. Brown discontinuous line represents the linear fit to the experimental data (elastic 
shear modulus ~ 1,9N/m). Red dotted line represents the fit obtain by the simulated RBC 
object which indicates a departure from the linear regime at larger traction forces.

In  order  to  mimic  realistic  situations,  we  also  considered  the  possibility  of  a  random 
movement of the cell  objects. Brownian movement is modelled using a constant direction 
during a given latency time called  trandom. When the latency time is elapsed a new random 
direction and latency time are generated.  We set:  trandom = - p * log (1 - r), where  p is a 
constant  of  persistency  and  r is  a  randomly  generated  number  between  0  and  1.  The 
persistency parameter  could  be  different  for  each  cell  object  or  type  of  cell  object.  The 
random direction is computed using  random, a randomly generated angle between 0 and  2. 
For  the  simulations  presented  here,  the  random  direction  is  planar,  but  could  easily  be 
extended to three dimensions.

Finally, we also assume that the cell object population is a mixture of two cell object 
types, denoted respectively A and B, which behave differently in response to the force field. 
Type A and B correspond to the differentiated D. discoideum as pre-spore or pre-stalk cell 
types.  Movement rules mimic the fact  that  (prespore/prestalk) cell  types in D. discoideum 
cells have different response to cAMP gradients, either in the aggregation phase or in the cell 
movement in the mound. During cell object displacement, collisions are expected and give 
rise to three possible pair formations.

Cell  collisions  will  create  aggregates  during  simulation;  it  should  be  noted  that 
aggregate destruction is also possible if the bond between cell objects is weak, typically when 
the cell objects are of different types. During simulations if two cell objects c1 and c2 collide, a 
dynamic link is built  between them. If  c1 and  c2 are not already in any aggregate,  a new 
aggregate  is  created.  If  c1 is  in  a  different  aggregate  than  c2 then the two aggregates  are 
merged.  During  simulation,  if  an  aggregate  contains  no  more  than  one  cell  object,  it  is 
destroyed.  The collision between some nodes of these cell  objects  makes  a dynamic  link 
between two cell objects. The two facets that are the closest are chosen and a LAF links the 
nodes of these two facets. To generate these forces each node of the chosen facet in c1 uses 
one  of  the  three  nodes  of  the  chosen  facet  in  c2 as  target  position  (and  vice  versa).  A 
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differentiation table gives the stiffness to be used for this LAF depending on the type of c1 and 
c2.

4.2. Cell aggregation simulation
We start  with a  population  of  36 cell  objects  lying  on an infinite  plane  representing  the 
substratum. More precisely, each cell object is an icosahedron (12 nodes, 20 facets), totally 
incompressible. Half of the cell objects correspond to a cell type A. The two types differ by 
their ability to respond to cell-cell interactions (see previous section).

In figure 5, we present three steps of the aggregation process simulation. Initially, the 
36 cell  objects  were  scattered  uniformly  (panel  a).  As time  elapses,  cells  begin  to  move 
randomly and in direction of the central force (panel b). For large time, aggregation is almost 
complete  (panel  c).  Accompanying  cell  movement  towards  the  centre,  random  collision 
between cell objects build up sorting. Consequently, the final cell aggregate is organized into 
cellular clumps, each of them associated to one of the two cell object types A and B. This 
exemplifies  that cell  object  sorting occurred during the aggregation process. The effect  of 
random  movement  is  particularly  important  when  the  central  force  is  weak.  In  these 
conditions, only aggregates with a small number of cell objects are observed. None of these 
aggregates would grow and give rise to a unique clump of cell object (results not shown).

5. Discussion
We  have  presented  an  object-oriented  approach  to  model  both  individual  and  collective 
mechanical and motility cell  behaviour.  This approach is based on the definition of a cell 
object, whose architecture, mechanical properties, cell-cell and cell-medium interactions can 
be precisely defined  according  to  given  working hypotheses.  It  is  indeed known that  the 
mechanical  behaviours  of  living  cells  are  hardly  explainable  by  a  viscous  fluid  balloon 
response only. Even if it remains a matter of controversy (Ingber et al., 2000), the concept of 
cell tensegrity architecture proposed by D.E. Ingber has provided a theoretical background for 
different  models  of  living  cells  (Wendling  et  al.,  1999,  2000;  Volokh  et  al.,  2000).  We 
develop here an alternative modelling approach whose relevance is illustrated by considering 
two different scales of investigations.

The first one deals with the emergence of individual cell mechanical response from 
specific  subcellular  architectural  elements.  Such  considerations  can  be  closely  related  to 
specific  organization  of  the  cytoskeleton  in  living  cells.  Basic  cell  response  to  uniaxial 
loading has been illustrated in this paper. We furthermore proposed a more refined analysis of 
an  incompressible  cell  object  only  modelled  by a  finite  number  of  nodes  on its  external 
“membrane”. We compared the simulated responses to real experiments undertaken on human 
red blood cells. Our cell object not only satisfactorily reproduces the experimental data in the 
linear deformation regime.

We have integrated the individual mechanical cell object properties in the simulation 
of collective and coordinated motion of two different populations of cell objects submitted to 
an external attraction field. Thus, the collective cell object results directly from the cell-cell 
mechanical  and  biochemical  interactions,  superimposed  to  “phenotypic”  individual  cell 
properties like random motion and differential sensitivity to the external gradient. Simulations 
showed the potentiality and the simplicity of our POO approach to account  for collective 
dynamical living cells behaviour. When compared to D. Discoideum behaviour, simulation 
results  prove  that  very  simple  interaction  rules  between  cell  objects  account  for  the 
aggregation  process.  Similarly,  different  interaction  rules  between the  possible  cell  object 
pairs  account  for  cell  sorting  and  formation  of  clumps  of  similar  cells  within  a  unique 
aggregate.
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Figure 5: Simulation of the aggregation of a 36 cell objects population. These cell objects are 
subjected to a central  force field whose effect  is to gather the cell  objects  into an unique 
aggregate  at  the  center  position;  additionally,  cell  objects  can  move  randomly.  We  also 
assumed that two cell object types A and B are equally present in the population. (A/A) and 
(B/B) cell object collisions give rise to stable bonds whereas (A/B) ones have no effect on 
aggregation. 

Such  processes  can  be  globally  simulated  through  other  approaches  like  cellular 
automata or continuous differential models, but in these cases, the cell does not exist as a 
physically defined structural object. The interest of the present approach is to provide, both 
qualitatively  and  quantitatively,  several  links  between,  on  one  hand  macroscopic 
morphological and dynamical variables (aggregate size, mean migration velocity within a cell 
population),  on  the  other  hand individual  cellular  or  subcellular  parameters  or  processes, 
including cell shape and deformation, cell internal architecture. Moreover, our definition of 
the cell  object  is more versatile  than the one proposed in the recent work of Palsson and 
Othmer (2000), which only considered reorientation of viscoelastic ellipsoids.

This POO approach is not restricted to the biological levels already addressed in this 
paper.  Indeed,  a  further  step  in  the  model  evolution  consists  in  its  ability  to  incorporate 
additional levels of biological description. In a top to bottom direction, we will consider and 
simulate a set of biochemical reactions and molecular events occurring within the cell object. 
In a bottom to top direction, molecular diffusion of extracellular factors between cell object as 
well  as  cell-extracellular  matrix  interactions  and  associated  tissue  architecture  and 
remodelling could be considered.
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It also appears crucial to  underline that the POO approach provides an efficient and 
versatile modelling tool for the validation of biological hypotheses, and thus could be used in 
parallel  with  experiments  either  to  support  interpretation  or  to  drive  data  acquisition. 
Furthermore, the related model simulations do not only provide qualitative results, but also 
give quantitative information which can be compared to real experimental data at different 
levels (subcellular, cellular, tissues) and scales (in time and space).
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